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SCH #:
Project Title:

Sidewalk and Transit Amenities Program (STAP)

Lead Agency: City of Los Angeles
Contact Name: Norman Mundy
Email: norman.mundy@lacity.org

Phone Number: 213-485-5737

Project Location: City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County
City

County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The City is proposing the replacement of the current Coordinated Street Furniture Program with the Sidewalk and Transit
Amenities Program (STAP). The STAP would provide shelter, shade, safety, and comfort to the City's transit riders,
active transportation users, and pedestrians. The program would support public transit and shared use of the sidewalk;
improve access and mobility; and improve transit information and public service delivery. The City anticipates installing
3,000 transit shelters as the key thrust of the STAP, replacing approximately 1,884 existing transit shelters with new
transit shelters and providing upwards of 1,116 new transit shelters at bus stops currently absent such amenities.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The STAP would have potentially significant impacts on biological resources (nesting birds), cultural resources
(uncovered archaeological and paleontological resources and human remains), land use and planning (consistency with
City plans and policies), noise (construction noise), and tribal cultural resources (uncovered resources). Mitigation
measures have been developed to avoid and/or reduce these impacts to less than significant levels.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

The potential for driver distraction has been raised and is addressed in the Aesthetics Memo that has been prepared for
the project.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
California Department of Transportation for transit shelters proposed on State highways
California Coastal Commission for transit shelters proposed in the coastal zone

